
Summary

LowRider 2 upgraded to LowRider 3 normally needs a wider table. If you

have metal struts, these end caps can widen it.
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I upgraded my LowRider v2 to LowRider v3. Normally this means a wider

table is needed if you want to maintain the same cutting area. However, if

you have metal struts on your LowRider 2 table, then you can add these

“end-caps” I designed in order to widen your table's “reach” and thus use

your existing table without widening it. With these extenders I can still cut

49" x 97" MDF sheets.

The original V1 Engineering LowRider 3 tensioner bases and tensioner

mounts attach directly to these. Caveat: the original V1 Engineering
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Model files

LowRider 3 tensioner bases have holes intended for slightly thinner

screws, and I drilled them out to accept M5. 

There are nut capture slots on the bottom sides of each, which accept two

M5 nuts per corner, and then you can attach the tensioner bases to these.

My LowRider v3 upgrade process is detailed on the V1 Engineering forum

here: https://forum.v1engineering.com/t/on-upgrade-path-lr2-lr3-

clarksburg-wv-usa/32920/

You want these strong, not so much to avoid breaking but primarily to

avoid flexing. I printed these with 1.8mm thick walls, which is the

equivalent of 4 1⁄2 perimeter walls —if using a 0.4 nozzle at normal

settings. I do only 3 walls and have it be as thick as 4.5 walls, because I

print with walls that are 0.6mm thick instead of 0.4mm thick. Stock 0.4

nozzles can handle this if your extruder can keep up. I have two printers

with 0.6 nozzles and several others with 0.4 nozzles. I run them all at

0.3mm layer height and 0.6mm wall thickness.

If you like my work, please consider buying me a cookie via my PayPal tip

jar: https://paypal.me/dougjoseph
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